Book No. 7
Name: P. Bevan

Hilland meeting in W. Kent
Present: A. W. Kinsman — 4th V
A. R. Thompson — 6th V
H. B. Pamela — Laillaid
P. Bevan — 6th V
R. Hawery — 4th V
D. McGloin — 4th V
M. Blake — Laillad Camp

D. Pamela's main emphasis was to find a way
of excluding estates from specific facts and
filing the replacement of estates by Inquests. Hilland
are afraid to put their support at present
because of which they consider them vulnerable
position due to the presence of estates. They
tell that the competition might not below
the level with some campaigns that estates
peers, aristocrats, prominent MD, etc., etc.
Book No. 7
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Dr. Painkel stated that the survey approach was "pretty well licked" and wanted no emphasis placed on that part of the development program. All efforts are to be directed to finding the "fertile ground" in which to root the plant.

Dispatch was called a "previous 50 to 60 of English." Within 2 weeks, it is estimated to arrive, plus 10 to 30 (in Polish).

One is different from the previous one.

Try a high impact of plantings or planting of hedges in clumps.

Try other methods of holding cattle, such as:
- Canoe site
- Russian pasture (5)
- Polyethylene sheet
- Polyurethane sheet